The 3D discrete variable representation (DVR) calculations of Henderson and Tennyson [Chem. Phys. Lett. 173, 133 (1990)] are reanalyzed to find the source of the nonvariational behavior highlighted by Meyer [J. Chem. Phys. 96, 2424 (1992)]. The discrepancy is found to be caused not by the use of incorrect boundary conditions, but by a failure of the quadrature approximation commonly used in DVR calculations. Corrected DVR calculations show variational but slow convergence. Calculations using the same intermediate vectors as the nonvariational calculations and a corrected final Hamiltonian show greatly enhanced convergence. The vibrational band origins computed with this method are converged to within 2 cm-' up to 35 000 cm-'. A complete list of these is presented and comparisons made with previous predictions.
I. INTRODUCTION hn,j
Ifi1 m ',n',j ') Since the observation by Carrington and co-workers1-3 of 27 000 infrared transitions in its predissociation spectrum, H3+ has become a system of great theoretical interest. In particular a series of studies,bg using novel theoretical techniques, has focused on the high-lying vibrational states of this system. The most ambitious of these studies was by Henderson and Tennyson7 (henceforth referred to as I) who obtained estimates for aZZ the bound vibrational states of the system using a discrete variable representation (DVR). Carter and Meyer (CM) lo criticized these calculations for using functions with incorrect boundary conditions. Further calculations by us" suggested that the result of I were indeed nonvariational. It should be emphasized that these discrepancies, although important, were not large-the biggest being an error of 6 in 18 000 cm-'. Thus; for example, the results of I give good agreement with densities of states predicted semiclassically. l2 xj(j + 1 Mjljr + h,n,j 1 V(rbrd-3 1 m',n',j'),
where it has been assumed that the angular basis functions I j) are Legendre polynomials, and it will be assumed that the radial basis functions can also be expressed as orthogonal polynomials. In Eq.
( 1 ), V is the potential and the radial kinetic energy integrals are given by (tlh^(')It')= t ( I$$lf )
We present here a thorough reanalysis of the earlier DVR calculations. This shows that the problem with the calculations of I was not due to boundary conditions, but due to a failure of the quadrature approximation'3 commonly employed in DVR calculations.14 New results are presented for all the bound vibrational states of Hz.
(tIpIt')= t t' , (ISI ) I I II. THEORY where It) = I m) for i= 1 and It) = In) for i=2, and pi is the appropriate reduced mass. l6 A three-dimensional DVR is obtained by applying the transformation The calculations, as in I, are performed in scattering coordinates. In these coordinates rl represents one H-H distance and r2 the separation of the third H from the H-H center. The angle between rl and r2 is 8. Clearly these coordinates do not carry the full Hz symmetry.15 Another important consideration is that while it is safe to assume that \I, -+O as r1 + 0 for all states considered, this is not so as r2+0 as Hz can become linear at excitation energies of about 12 Ooo cm-' above its vibrational ground state.
Using a finite basis representation (FBR), the Hamil- T$$m,n,j I HI m ',n',j') x T$';, '$, . (
The 3D transformation can be written as a product of 1D transformations tonian matrix can be writtenI Tz%,s = T;TET;.
(1)
, ,
The 1D transformations are defined in terms of points, 7, and weights, wq, of the N-point Gaussian quadrature associated with the orthogonal polynomial used for the FBR in that coordinate P~ 8 + c p'pp'~~p a, d ,k,k~-k ad kk' y,k y,k' ad Y S$utions for the Ith level, with eigenenergy Ef are given by ~=(W,)1'21t(?7)), (6) where I t) = I m), I n), I j) for q =a,p,y, respectively.
The transformed Hamiltonian can be written at the DVR grid points as P a,l,k The solutions with cf<EL?, are then used to solve the full 3D problem giving a final Hamiltonian matrix of dimension N (~D)H -I&" s s Ga 'Lw', Y, a' 828' Y, Y' +Id2's s /3, /3' a#' Y, Y' (3D)HD,,pt,j,p =&@IP + c &d:P,k' a,k,k' + ~~~l,y,y&P '+ Lf;r,y,y&,d x c c;;fc;';K&. Y + V(rla,r2~,ey)s~,,a'SP,P 'Sy,y~ .
In Eq. (7), the potential energy operator is diagonal because of the quadrature approximation '3 Ill. CALCULATIONS TZ$,$<m,n,j I U ~-2,~) I m ',n',j') T$'$$, = V(rla,r281ey)8a(r~~BB 'Syy~ , (8) where (rl,,r2&,> is the value of (rl,r2,@ at (a,&y). The kinetic energy terms in Eq. (7) are represented by This work used the MBB potential energy surfacelg that was used in all the works on Hz discussed above. As in I, Morse oscillatorlike functions were used for the r1 coordinate and spherical oscillator functions for rF Although many calculations were performed which changed the parameters of these functions, including ones which used spherical oscillators for the rl coordinate, all calculations quoted here used the same parameters as I for the rl coordinate. (rl=3.16ao, Oi=O.llO 85Eh, ol=0.006 a.u.) The spherical oscillator functions are given by2' K~~,=T:(tlh^"'It')T::,
1 n) =21'2@'4N,,,+1,2 Xaf1'2e-x'2L~+1'2(X),
LW q,q,,y,y,=Jrrt c T:(tl@" 1 W::, 
i where N,,Lt is a normalized Laguerre polynomial.21 In I, the spherical oscillator parameters employed were a=0 and w2=0.0095 a.u. for functions with both even and odd symmetry about 8=90". Extensive tests showed that this previously optimized22 value of w2 is generally the best and all calculations reported here employed it. We note that it was our choice of a = 0 for odd symmetry calculations that CM deemed inappr0priate.l'
For a 3D DVR the calculation is generally set up as a series of diagonalizations and truncations.7~14P17 In this work we use the coordinate ordering 8 then rl then r,, i.e., diagonalize on y first and /3 last. This has proved the most efficient for Hz.'* The calculations reported in I used No=32 DVR points in the 8 coordinate, Ni = 36 points in the rl coordinate, and N,=40 in r,. Tests23 had suggested that this grid was sufficient for reliable results. However, these tests were largely performed on the even symmetry for which there is no disagreement within stated convergence limits between the results of I and other workers, including CM.
With this ordering, the 1D problems that have to be solved for each a and fl are given by (*D)~;;,=L(*) a,n,y,yt + $fL,,,, + JT rla72ptey) a,, .
Amplitudes for the kth level, with eigenenergy efl, are given at each grid point by $8. The solutions with c?~<E'~ k , max are then used to solve 2D problems for each value of /3. This gives Extensive new stability tests were performed for both even (A, and EJ and odd (A, and E,) symmetries, and for several values of a and different grids. Only a few of the many results generated are given here. In particular, we concentrate on calculations which varied the number of grid points in the r2 coordinate, N2, as our results proved stable to other changes in the calculation. These are summarized in Tables I-III Tables I and III show that the even parity results, generated with CY=O, show some fluctuation with N2 but that all the levels considered are stable to within 1 cm-'. Conversely, it is apparent from Tables II and III that the odd symmetry results converge to CM's results from below as Nz is increased, i.e., as the calculation is improved. This behavior is most dramatic for the a= 1 results displayed but was found for all a>0 tested. This observation confirms CM's assertion that our calculations are nonvaria- tional, but casts doubt on their supposition that the errors are caused by boundary condition problems due to our use of the wrong value of a. To pursue this problem we undertook a series of 2D calculations, with 0 frozen, in the fashion of Tennyson, Brass, and Pollak.22 Parallel calculations were performed using the FBR and DVR. In none of the calculations performed with a>0 did we find any evidence for nonvariational behavior. 24 It should be noted that the 2D calculations do not require the L(l) and Lc2) matrices ( 10). Thus in particular, integrals over rm2 were not needed. The stability of the 2D calculations and the monotonic improvement of the 3D DVR calculations with N2 aroused our suspicions that the problems were caused by use of the quadrature approximation used to evaluate matrix elements of rF2.
In fact matrix elements of this type over spherical oscillator functions can be evaluated analytically2'
Table IV compares a portion of the matrix &@'), for a=0 and N2=40, when explicitly constructed &fj,= C T~(njg(2)jn')T~:, n,n' an observation for which we have no explanation. The comparison of Table IV clearly shows a failure of the quadrature approximation. To understand this failure, consider the integrand of matrix element ( 17). Using Eqs. In Gauss-Laguerre quadrature the term in front of the square brackets, generally known as the metric, is incorporated into the weight at each point.25 The term in square brackets is the part of the integrand that has to be evaluated numerically. This is done exactly by N-point Gaussian quadrature if the integrand can be represented as a polynomial of order 2N+ 1 or less.25 The leading term in integrand (20) is x-l, which cannot be represented as a polynomial as x+0 and thus Gauss-Laguerre quadrature in x will not do the integral exactly, no matter how many points are chosen. fying the diagonal-in-P portion of the L(') used to construct (lD)H, but also meant that (3D)H had to be modified
For the reasons explained at the beginning of Sec. II, it is important that the wave function have amplitude at r2
=O. Thus with this choice the above expression is not a polynomial and the integral will be done exactly by quadrature only in so far as x-* has an effective power series expansion about a particular point and within the range of interest in integration. It should be noted that this argument does not militate against the use of a DVR approach to the potential for there is every reason to believe that the potential can be well represented by a power series in x (i.e., powers of 6).
x Xk, 4,,,kE:,+qg c c;j%;$Jy,,~ * Y9y.y'
The extra transformations involved considerably increase the computer time taken to construct the final Hamiltonian, but this is still typically small (approximately 15%) compared to the final diagonalization time. Table V summarizes results obtained with this new formulation. The new levels are consistent in terms of the variational principle with the results of CM, but the convergence is disappointingly slow for both even and odd symmetries. We therefore undertook new 3D DVR calculations which did not make use of the quadrature approximation in evaluating M (2). This had the effect of not only modi-J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 98, No. 9,1 May 1993
In view of the much slower convergence of results with the modified DVR Hamiltonian (21), another reformula- x [ii;;, -M$ I c c;$c;$ Jyyt , XY' (22) where (23) Tables VI-VIII present the convergence properties of the calculations performed with unmodified contracted functions and the modified final Hamiltonian. The calculations are still variational and the convergence is now every bit as rapid as for those in I. Because of increased computing power we were able to extend the calculations to final Hamiltonians of dimension up to N=8500. Annoyingly, there was one further problem to overcome at this stage. When we first attempted to perform convergence tests like those presented in Tables VI-VIII, our results showed strange and extremely alarming nonvariational behavior. This behavior proved to be caused by the diagonalization package26 employed and disappeared when we used an alternative one2' utilizing a reduced Householder-QR method.
Table IX presents a comparison of our results using different a for the spherical oscillator functions. In all cases the results are variational, confirming our assertion" that these functions should still display variational behavior independent of their behavior on the boundary. The best convergence is given by functions with a=0 for even and a= 1 for odd symmetry calculations. This is in line with previous predictions."
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Estimating the accuracy (convergence) of a given calculation is a difficult task-indeed calculations on the highly excited vibrational states of Hz have already thrown up a number of disputes over convergence claims. Our calculations show two particular difficulties: first, in common with previous studies, the convergence varied hew tween symmetries, and second, convergence with increasing basis set size was not always smooth, meaning that any extrapolation must be treated with caution.
A detailed comparison of all the levels in the calculations, which are summarized in Tables VI-VIII, suggested that even (A, and E,) and odd (A, and E,) symmetry blocks converged differently, and the even levels display a spurious "plateau of convergence" around N= 6000 where most of the energies change little with increases in the size of the basis set. As has been observed previously, the odd symmetry calculations converge significantly faster and thus the E, levels lie below their partner E, in nearly all cases: For this reason an even calculation was performed with i'V=8500, while N=7500 was deemed sufficient to give the desired convergence. The N=8500 calculation took 33 h of Convex C3840 time.
For our largest calculations the band origins up to 25 000 cm-' are converged to within 0.1 cm-' and those in the region 13 500-19 000 cm-', upon which CM focused," are now converged to better than 0.05 cm- ', i Table XIII presents our estimates of the remaining band origins up to dissociation. The dissociation was assumed to be 35 035.2 cm-' above the vibrational ground state," although the MBB potential does not actually go smoothly to dissociation products in this region. The calculations of Tables X-XIII were all performed using NB =32, N1=36, Nz=40, and with a=O, N=8500 for the even and CY = 1, N=7500 for the odd calculations. Table XIII gives symmetry assignments for the Hz band origins. In fact, our even calculations give both Ai and E, levels, and our odd calculations give Az and E,. It is therefore assumed that any even-odd pair which lie within 0.4 cm-' for band origins below 25 000 cm-', 1 cm-' up to 30 000 cm-', 1.2 cm-' up to 33 000 cm-', and 2 cm-' above this were of the degenerate E symmetry. For the states presented in Table XII this algorithm was checked against the previous, fully symmetrized, calculations and found to be reliable in all cases. For the results of Table  XIII there is no such check and it is likely that a few nearly degenerate states have been incorrectly labeled, as has happened6'2,29 when this method has been employed previ0us1y.~ However, we note that while band intensity calculations using our N=6000 wave functions pointed to a number of E states that had been incorrectly labeled,30 all of these are assigned the expected symmetry using the algorithm given above on our final calculations. The comparison of our calculations with those of previous workers is very encouraging. Our results are in good agreement with most of the previous studies and in most cases uniformly slightly lower. Considering each in turn: our results agree excellently with those of Day and Truhlar (DT),8 falling within or at their symmetry and energy dependent convergence limits for all levels. For A2 and E symmetries, and Al band origins below 22 000 cm-' our results are in good agreement with BaS and Zhang (BZ) ,9 who do not estimate the convergence of their levels. Comparison of our results with Carter and Meyer (CM) 6 shows slightly less good agreement. In particular, there are systematic differences between their results and those of DT, BZ, and ourselves. It transpires that these differences are caused by different implementations of the MBB potential function.3* Our new prediction for the number, N(A,)+N(A,) +N( E), of bound vibrational states of Hz is 848 which can be compared with 88 1 f 10 estimated in I and obtained not by counting but assuming the number of states with degenerate E symmetry, N(E), was two thirds the com- (0) symmetry levels are included; the differences are relative to the lower of an odd/even pair. puted number of odd levels. Of course, as in any (pseudo) variational procedure, our calculations must give a lower bound for the total number of states N(A,) +N(A,) + 2iV( E) . Furthermore, any accidental near degeneracy of an Al/A, pair will cause us to assign these levels as E and a corresponding underestimate of the total number of states. Conversely, an underestimate of N(E) would result in this prediction being too high, as happened with our estimate in I. tional. Indeed, this point was mentioned in I. The problem is that the usual formulation of the variational principle relies on the matrix elements being evaluated exactly. This can effectively be achieved in FBR calculations because arbitrarily accurate quadrature schemes can be employed. In the DVR, quadrature schemes and basis functions become meshed in such a fashion that it is usual that small calculations are no longer reliable.
E symmetry vibrational band origins of Hz in cm-' for this work (HTS). (a) represents HTS-BZ (Ref. 9), (b) represents HTS-DT (Ref. S), and (c) represents HTS-CM (Ref. 6). Both even (e) and odd
The nonvariational behavior of the results in I is unusual in that this is the first documented case of a failure of the quadrature approximation on a large and seemingly converged calculation. As such it must stand as a warning for all users of DVR!s.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A thorough reanalysis of the 3D DVR calculations of Henderson and Tennyson7 shows that the problem reported with these calculations'oJ11 was due to a failure of the quadrature approximation. Corrected calculations have been presented which give estimates for all the bound vibrational states of Hz. These estimates are very accurate, being converged to within about 2 cm-', or nearly 1 part in 20 000, near the dissociation limit and will thus serve as a benchmark for other workers.
Our 3D DVR program, with a switch turning on or off the quadrature approximation for the rr2 integral, is currently being published.33
